Time Piece:
Shadow Drawing
ages 11 and up - 60-90 min.

In June of 2017, Gary John Gresl embarked on a multi-year
residency, The Body Farm at Lynden. The Body Farm considers
ephemerality, mortality, and the lifespan of art objects. In three small,
fenced plots of land, Gresl combined the found objects that he has
used—over the course of decades—to make his assemblage
sculptures. They now rest on the grounds at Lynden in a
“collaboration with nature.” As time and the natural elements change
this work, Gresl invites us to observe their gradual decomposition.
Inspiration:
This virtual tour of Gary John Gresl’s The Body Farm. (2017-20) at
Lynden allows us to observe how Gary’s work changes over time:
https://lynden.tours/body-farm/
I wonder…
• Can time be used as an element in a work of art?
• What examples of growth, decay, and erosion can you observe in
Gresl’s Body Farm?
• What stories do the objects in this work tell?

Project:
Time Piece: Shadow Drawing

Materials:
Clock, paper, tape, 5 diﬀerent colored pencils or other drawing tools, an
object of personal significance, sunlight

Making:
1. Select an object. Gary used items found on farms, in cabin culture
settings, in old buildings, and in outdoor environments. Choose an object
in your home with some history or importance—something that is
meaningful to you—to make your own work that changes with time.
2. Find a window that sunlight streams through or a sunny part of your
yard. Arrange your paper so that the sunlight fills the page. Tape the
corners of your paper to something permanent (table or clipboard), or hold
it down with rocks or heavy objects, so it doesn’t move as you work.
3. Next, arrange the object you have chosen on your paper so that it casts
a shadow across the full page.
4. Choose a colored pencil to begin. At the base of your object, where the
shadow begins, start by writing the current time. Carefully trace the
shadow cast by your object.
5. Set a timer to return to your drawing in 20minutes. Choose a new color
and trace the shadow again. Repeat this step 3 to 5 times.
Writing prompt: In the twenty minutes between drawings, write a story
about why this object is important to you (this could be on your drawing—
overlapping is okay!). Where did your object come from? What do you use
it for? Why is it meaningful to you? Did someone own it before you? If so,
write about this person and how you think they might have used it.
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Taking It Further:
Time Piece: Shadow Drawing

Your drawing may finish here as a sort of time-lapse still life, but can you
think of ways to continue? It may be diﬃcult to know what your object
was—consider doing an observational drawing of your object over the
shadow lines, or look at how the shadow lines intersect and take your
drawing further by emphasizing the shapes and images with colored
pencils.
Look at these photos below for more inspiration and check out this link:
https://www.lyndensculpturegarden.org/exhibitions/artist-residence-roystaab
Roy Stabb. Chiral Formation, 2012. Buckthorn
How can time change the way we experience a work of art? This is a
picture of the same sculpture in summer and then in winter. How do
changes in the environment make our experience diﬀerent?

